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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the shape of the trailing edge (TE) in low pressure turbine is focused.
Three types of airfoil which has different TE configuration were designed and cascade
experiment is conducted. One of the TE configuration is half-rounded TE (base trailing
edge: BTE). The other is locally thinning at suction side configure (profiled trailing
edge: PTE) and thinning toward to TE configure (thinner trailing edge; TTE).
The test was conducted in low speed cascade experiment at Iwate University. As the
result of experiment, the stagnation loss coefficient of the TTEs and PTEs are smaller
than that of the BTEs, but the mechanism of loss reduction is different. It was found that
the loss reduction for PTE airfoils comes from smaller back surface diffusion and base
pressure. On the other hand, the loss reduction for TTE airfoils only comes from the
difference of TE thickness. Since PTE Airfoil effect to base pressure region, the mixing
loss of the PTEs is different. According to measured down-stream velocity deficit
profile, it was found that base pressure effect to depth and evolution of velocity deficit.
Keywords: trailing edge; Low Pressure Turbine (LPT);aerodynamics
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NOMENCLATURE
C
Cp
Cpb
Cx
p(x)
p01
r
Re2

Actual chord length (=114mm)
Static pressure coefficient
Base pressure coefficient
Axial chord length (=100mm)
Static pressure around the airfoil
Inlet stagnation pressure
TE radius
Reynolds number based on actual
chord length and exit velocity
Trailing edge thickness
Averaged outlet velocity
Axial and tangential direction
Length of throat
Low Pressure Turbine
Trailing Edge
Base Trailing Edge
Profiled Trailing Edge
Thinner Trailing Edge
Back Surface Diffusion
Acronym 1
Acronym 2
Acronym 3

t
V2
x,y
w
LPT
TE
BTE
PTE
TTE
BSD
ABC
DEF
GHI
Symbols
𝜌
𝜁
𝜁mix
𝜇
π
𝛿
𝛩
α
β
x

1.0

Density
Stagnation loss coefficient
Mix-out averaged loss coefficient
Viscosity
Pi number
Displacement thickness
Momentum thickness
Symbol 1
Symbol 2
Symbol 3

INTRODUCTION

In the design of modern turbine jet engines, there is great effort in increasing the
performance and aerodynamic loss reduction of order 0.1 pts is necessary. Therefore a
lot of study of loss reduction is published. Mee et al [1] show s that the majority of two
dimensional bade loss comes from trailing edge (TE) loss. This phenomenon caused by
the two differently growth boundary layer mixing and expansion of the flow path at TE.
This loss generation to turbine blade is called “profile loss” as Denton [2]. Profile loss
depends on boundary layer thickness, base pressure and length of the throat. Therefore
the turbine blade loss is strongly influenced by the TE thickness. This means the blade
thickness distribution is need to be as possible thin. However the turbine blade is made
thinner toward to the TE, manufacturing of blade becomes difficult because of the
misrun of melted metal and complexity of machining. Moreover, the minimum TE
thickness is same extent regardless of size of jet engine. Thinner TE causes grate impact
on aeromechanical design and will take a lot of time to design process. This is
especially true for the small engine Low Pressure Turbine (LPT). The effect of the TE
becomes dominant because the blockage ratio (TE thickness/throat) is larger than that of
large engine.
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IHI has proposed the locally thin airfoil that named “profiled trailing edge” (PTE). The
improvement of performance has been confirmed by the low-speed cascade equipment
at Iwate University. The results of the cascade experiments show a reduction of 10% in
the PTE airfoils stagnation pressure loss coefficient when compared to the general TE
shape under high Reynolds conditions [3]. They also shows that LPT profile loss
reduction by combing PTE and step on the suction surface for enhancing turbulence at
Re = 4.0 to 17 ×104. It is possible to increase the exit flow angle by thinning the blade
suction side also the Coanda effect, such a gurney [4] flap and jet flap [5], is expected.
In cascade experiment, loss reduction is demonstrated and observed reduction of
recirculation zone. The similar studying already demonstrated by Chao et al [6]. In their
study, an airfoil was locally thinned by shaving the pressure surface (PS). This in turn
decreased the mix loss caused by the increase of the base pressure.
In this paper, the shape of the trailing edge (TE) in low pressure turbine is focused.
Three types of airfoil which has different TE configuration were designed and cascade
experiment is conducted. One of the TE configurations is half-rounded TE (base trailing
edge: BTE). The other is locally thinning at suction side configure (profiled trailing
edge: PTE) and thinning toward to TE configure (thinner trailing edge; TTE).

2.0

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

2.1
Low speed cascade experiment
The experimental facility used in the study is the unsteady low-speed linear cascade rig
available at Iwate University. Since the experimental apparatus adopted was the same as
that of the reference studies, only brief description will be made on the measurements.
Figure 1 shows the test apparatus with the test cascade and wake generator. The test
cascade consisted of 7 airfoils. One of the airfoils, designated Airfoil #4, was the target
airfoil for the measurement of stagnation pressure loss and boundary layer. Two airfoils
adjacent to Airfoil #4 were implemented with pressure taps on the suction surface of
Airfoil #3 and on the pressure surface of Airfoil #4. The following equation defines the
static pressure coefficient in this study,
𝑝01 − 𝑝(𝑥)
…( 1 )
0.5𝜌𝑉̅22
where 𝑉̅2 is the averaged exit velocity measured by a miniature Pitot probe on the
traverse line located at 15%Cx downstream of the airfoil trailing edge. Side plates at the
both ends of the cascade were adjusted so that the pitch-wise periodicity of the cascade
was achieved at least among the airfoils in the middle of the cascade. The Reynolds
number is calculated from following equation in this study,
Cp (𝑥) =

𝜌𝐶𝑉̅2
…( 2 )
𝜇
where C actual chord length. The wake generator was comprised of a number of
cylindrical bars of 3mm diameter. The flow field disturbed by the wakes was
characterized by the Strouhal number St, non-dimensional wake passing frequency,
which was defined by the pitch of wake-generating bars and the belt speed in this study.
𝑅𝑒2 =

𝑓𝐶
…( 3 )
𝑉1
Based on the stagnation pressure measurement downstream of the cascade, a loss
distribution of the cascade Yp was evaluated by,
𝑆𝑡 =

𝑌𝑝 (𝑦) =

𝑝01 − 𝑝02 (𝑦)

…( 4 )
2
0.5𝜌𝑉̅2
Stagnation loss coefficient ζmix was then calculated by mix-out averaging of Eq. (4)
over one airfoil pitch. The details of calculating process and formulation refer from the
paper [9].
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Figure 1 Test apparatus, cascade and wake generator [3]

Figure 2 shows the measurement domain of the hot-wire measurement. The boundary
layer measurement domain extended from x/Cx = 0.6 to the blade trailing edge in
streamwise direction. The blade downstream measurement domain extended to s/Cx =
0.04 to 0.8.

Figure 2 test airfoils and measurement probes [3]

2.2
Airfoil configuration
The profiles of airfoils are shown in Fig. 3. Information on airfoil geometries and flow
conditions are listed in Table 1. In Fig.2, the dotted-black line indicates the Base-type
airfoil (BTE: Base Trailing Edge) which consists of half circle trailing edge. The
dashed-red line indicates the Thin-Trailing Edge-type airfoil (TTE) which also consists
of half circle trailing edge. The radius of the trailing edge circle of the TTE airfoils is
23% thinner than that of the BTE airfoils. The solid-blued line in Fig. 2 indicates
Profiled Trailing Edge-type airfoil (PTE). The geometries except the around the TE of
PTEs is same as that of BTEs. The thickness of PTEs around the TE is smaller than that
of BTEs. The throat length for three airfoils is same.
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In the design of TTE airfoils, the over turning and stagger angle of TTEs are altered to
achieve same back surface diffusions with that of the BTEs (See Fig. 4). The surface
Mach number is calculated in inviscid condition (MISES [10]). The Mach number
distributions are normalized by the value of Mach number at trailing edge of BTE
airfoils. Accordingly, back surface diffusion (BSD) of the TTEs and BTEs are same. In
the Mach number distribution of PTE airfoils, the Mach number around the trailing
edge increases and the maximum number of Mach number decreases. This phenomenon
was also occurred in reference [4]. Because the exit flow angle locally increases, the
circular of the airfoils became large. Therefore, the BSD of the PTE airfoils became
smaller than the other airfoils.
Table 1
Airfoil geometry and cascade configuration

Parameter
Chord Length, C
Axial Chord Length, Cx
Span Length
Inlet Flow Angle
Outlet Flow Angle

Values
114 mm
100 mm
260 mm
45 deg
-60 deg

Figure 3 Profiles of Base-Type TE, Profiled TE and Thinner TE

Figure 4 the distributions of normalized isentropic surface Mach number based on trailing edge
Mach number.
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NUMERICAL APPLOACH

3.1
Flow solver, computational grids and boundary conditions
Commercial software, ANSYS FLUENT 18.0, was used in this study. In the calculation,
Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach using Shear-Stress Transport twoequation model was also employed with a transition model (γ-Reθ). The model constants
were referenced from Menter et al[7].
Figure 5 is an example of the computational grid used in this study, which for BTE
airfoils. For numerically convenience, 2-dimensional grid was chosen and the moving
bars were neglected. The grid system was H-O-H type consisting of several block of the
computational domain to ensure grid quality in terms of orthogonality of the airfoil
surface as well as grid quality near the surface as high as possible, where y+ of the
nearest grid point was less than 1 for Re = 1.0 ×104 case. Total number of the grid
points in this case was about 140,000.
In order to avoid the numerical instability, the exit Mach number was set as 0.2. Inlet
total pressure and exit static pressure were specified using the chord base Reynolds
number, as shown in Eq. 2. Inlet freestream turbulence specified to match the starting
point of separation bubble. Periodic condition was applied to the top and bottom grid
line and non-slip condition was specified on the airfoils.

Figure 5 An example of computational grid for the BTE airfoil.

3.2
Code validation
Figure 6 shows example of the static pressure coefficient distributions around the
airfoils which was studies in this paper. Points in Figure 6 represent the static pressure
coefficient distribution measured by the experiment. As shown in boundary conditions
(in chapter 3.1), since the turbulence intensity is adjusted, the start position of
separation bubble of this calculated result agrees well with the experimental one. In
addition, the height of separation bubble of this calculation also agrees well with the
experimental result.
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Figure 6 Calculated static pressure distributions around Base-Type airfoil under condition at
Re=1.0x104, in comparison with the experiment.

4.0

RESULTS

4.1
Experimental results
Figure 7 shows the distribution of stagnation loss coefficient at Re=1.0x104 and St=0.8
where the distributions were normalized with the reference loss value of maximum
value. As for the effect of TE thickness, the wake width for the TTE airfoils becomes
narrower than that of the BTE airfoils. In addition, the maximum value of the loss
coefficient for the TTE airfoils is same as that for the BTE airfoils. It indicates that the
loss occurred in base region for TTE airfoils is also similar to that for the BTE airfoils.
On the other hand, the distribution of loss coefficients for the PTE airfoils is different
from the others. The maximum value of loss coefficients for PTE airfoils is smaller than
that of the others and the wake width of PTE airfoils is same as that of BTE airfoils. It
indicates that the base region and boundary layer for the PTE airfoils is different from
the others.

Figure 7 Stagnation loss distributions of BTE, PTE and TTE airfoils.

Table 2 shows the difference of mix-out stagnation loss coefficient from the value of
BTE airfoils, which calculated from the distribution of stagnation loss coefficient shown
at Figure 7.
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Table 2
The difference of mixed-out loss coefficient from BTE airfoils

Airfoil
PTE
TTE

Δζmix
-9%
-13%

Distributions of velocity in boundary layers are shown in Figure 8, where the velocity
was normalized with the value of mainstream velocity. Accordingly, the boundary layer
profile of the TTE airfoil did not noticeable change. On the other hand, the boundary
layer thickness of the PTE airfoils was smaller than that of the others. Because of the
PTE Airfoil has same configuration at pressure side of BTE Airfoil, boundary layer
measurement at pressure side for PTE Airfoil did not conduct. However the boundary
layer thickness at pressure side is relatively smaller than that at suction side. The
boundary layer thickness at pressure side assumed to be not noticeably changed.
Figure 9 shows the velocity profiles measured at downstream that with normalized free
stream velocity for each cross section. The results are shown experimental and
numerical. Accordingly the experimental results, depth of velocity deficit was deeper
than that of the others and the evolution of velocity deficit were shorter than that of the
others. However the evolution and depth of velocity deficit of TTE Airfoil was similar
to that of BTE Airfoils. Combined this results and loss split the base pressure also effect
to depth and evolution of velocity deficit at downstream. On the other hand, the depth
and evolution of velocity deficit were same for three Airfoils. Because the RANS is
regarded as weak for mixing process, the mixing process at downstream could not be
caught. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or unsteady RANS (URANS) was better to
predict in this study.

Figure 8 Profiles of boundary layer velocity (left : suction side, right : pressure side)

Figure 10 shows the distribution of velocity deficit for each cross-flow direction
s/Cx=0.1 and 0.3. The order of the maximum velocity deficit is different. For s/Cx=0.3
the maximum velocity deficit of the PTE airfoils is same as that of BTE airfoils. It
indicates that the evolution of wake mixing for PTE airfoils is relatively larger than that
for the others.
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Figure 9 The contours of velocity magnitude (left: experimental result, right: CFD results)

Figure 10 Profiles of velocity deficit at downstream (s/Cx = 0.1 and 0.3)

4.2
Loss splitting
In order to show how the split of losses changes for the three cascades, the breakdown
of the loss coefficients were calculated. In this calculation, Denton’s loss model [2]
shown as Eq.5 was used.
2

𝐶𝑝𝑏 𝑡 2𝜃𝑠𝑠 2𝜃𝑝𝑠
𝛿𝑠𝑠 + 𝛿𝑝𝑠 + 𝑡
…( 5 )
+
+
+(
)
𝑤
𝑤
𝑤
𝑤
Here, w is the length of throat, t is TE thickness. θ and δ is the momentum and
displacement thickness of boundary layer respectively. Since the base pressure
coefficient, Cpb, is unknown, the base pressure coefficient is assumed as -0.13
referenced from [2]. The momentum and displacement thicknesses are integrated from
measurement data shown as Figure 8. However the boundary layer thickness on
pressure side for the PTE airfoil case did not conducted. Because of the differences in
boundary layer thicknesses at pressure side is relatively small than that of the suction
side, the boundary layer thicknesses at pressure side assumed be same for all airfoils.
𝜁=−
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The first term of the Eq. (5) indicates the loss caused at base region (named Base). The
second and third term of Eq. (5) indicates the momentum loss for each suction and
pressure side (named Suction and Pressure). The last term of the Eq. (5) shows the
geometrical and fluid blockage (named Blockage). For the calculation of loss for PTE
airfoils, the trailing edge thickness is used at x/Cx=0.98.
The results of loss accountings are shown in Figure 11. All of the loss coefficients are
normalized by the loss coefficient of the BTE airfoils. The stagnation loss coefficient
for PTE airfoils is 14% smaller than that of the BTE airfoils. Also the stagnation loss
coefficient for TTE airfoils is 11% smaller than that of BTE airfoils. The amount of loss
reduction for TTE airfoils is consistent with the results in Table 2. For the TTE airfoils
case, the loss of Suction side is similar to that of the Base airfoils. If only TE thickness
is reduced 23% under same boundary layer thickness for the BTE airfoil case, the
difference in Denton’s loss will be 9%. However the amount of loss reduction for PTE
airfoils is not consistent with the results in Table 2.

Figure 11 Loss split with mixed-out averaged of loss coefficient.

In order to consider the difference of loss between mix-out loss and denton’s loss,
numerically calculated vector fields are shown in figure 12. As seen centre of figure 11,
wider recirculating region exists at the PTE airfoils and the recirculating region play the
role of blockage. The width of dead fluid region is 17% wider than the trailing edge
thickness at 98%Cx for the PTE airfoils. Since the base loss and blockage loss increases
6% when calculating the Eq. 5 with 17% wider TE thickness for the PTE airfoils.
Therefore, when locally thinning trailing edge configuration like PTE airfoils, it is
necessary to consider a fluidic blockage additionally.

Figure 12 Vector field with contour of velocity magnitude around TE.

However there is still 2% difference between Denton’s loss and mix out loss. Here the
base pressure coefficients are considered since the static pressure around the airfoil has
better prediction as shown in Figure 6. The distribution of base pressure coefficient is
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shown in figure 13 with the surface length are normalized by each TE diameter. The
base pressure coefficients were calculated from numerical results. According to the
figure 13, the base pressure coefficient for PTE airfoils and TTE airfoils are 14% larger
than that for BTE arifoils. The base pressure coefficients for PTE airfoil and TTE
airfoils assume to be -0114, (14% of -0.13 for BTE airfoils) in calculation of loss
splitting.

Figure 13 distribution of base pressure coefficient (right: definition of surface length)

Figure 14 shows the rearranged loss splitting chart including the fluidic blockage and
Cpb. The loss reductions from BTE airfoils are consistent with mix-out loss in table 2.
According to the figure 14, the loss reduction of the PTE airfoils comes from 5% of
suction side boundary layer thickness, 2% of blockage and 3% of base losses. On the
other hand, the loss reduction of TTE airfoils comes from 2% of boundary layer
thickness, 5% of blockage and 6% of base loss.

Figure 14 The loss splitting with accounting Cpb and fluidic blockage.

5.0

CONCLUSION

In order to found out the influence on wake mixing of trailing configuration, the three
type of airfoil which has different trailing edge configuration is studied. The experiment
was conducted in low speed cascade experiment at Iwate University. It was found that
the trailing edge thickness is not effective on boundary layer in same back surface
diffusion case. However, the difference between the profiled trailing edge (locally
thinning at suction side) and half-rounded trailing edge configure was appear in
boundary layer and base pressure region. By making it to profiled trailing edge, back
surface diffusion was decrease with increasing circulation like flap. Moreover, the
recirculation region around trailing edge is enhanced and it makes large base pressure.
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